Abstract. In this, the first of two papers, the problem of constructing ion implantation profiles in one and two dimensions from depth-independent spatial moments is discussed. Comparisons are made between Pearson and Johnson curves, constructed from moments produced by a transport equation solver, and profiles obtained directly from Monte Carlo simulations. A set of such comparisons, using consistent input quantities, is performed over a range of ion-target mass ratios and energies. For projected range distributions of the ions B, P and As into a-Si, a single Johnson type (S B ) describes the implants over the energy range 1 keV to 1 MeV. The description using Pearson curves requires two types (I and VI). Also, taking the Monte Carlo data as a reference, the Johnson curves are equivalent, if not superior, to the Pearson curves in terms of fit accuracy. For lateral distributions of the same ion types over the same energy range it is shown that if the depth-dependent lateral kurtosis is less than 3.0, then the Pearson type II (bounded), Johnson type S B (bounded) and the modified Gaussian (unbounded) curves prove acceptable representations. If the depth-dependent lateral kurtosis is greater than 3.0 then the Pearson type VII (unbounded) and Johnson type S U (unbounded) curves are good representations.
Introduction
In this and the accompanying paper (henceforward referred to as paper 2) the problem of constructing ion implantation profiles in one and two dimensions from depth-independent spatial moments, such as those derived from transport equation (TE) solvers, is discussed. The construction is carried out of profiles resulting from implantation normal to the target surface and it is assumed that below the surface the target is homogeneous. In all cases comparisons are made of profiles constructed from moments with profiles obtained directly from Monte Carlo (MC) simulations. A set of such comparisons, using consistent input quantities performed over a range of mass ratios and energies, has not been found in the literature to date. It is a well established fact (Hofker et al 1975 , Mylroie 1975 , Ryssel and Biersack 1986 ) that for fabrication of micrometre and sub-micrometre circuitries the description of implantation profiles based on two moments (using the Gaussian density function) is inadequate. For a realistic description of one-dimensional profiles, determined both experimentally (Hofker et al 1975 , Wilson 1980 , Fink et al 1990 and by MC simulation (Petersen et al 1983 , Hobler et al 1987 , four moments must be taken into account. It should be noted that there are objections to employing density functions determined by more than four moments. One such objection is the extended computation time needed to obtain higher moments, combined with the additional effort to ensure their accuracy. A second objection is the complexity of density functions employing more than four parameters and it is probably for this reason that the literature has concentrated on four moments (Elderton and Johnson 1969, Johnson and Kotz 1970) . Also, experimental profiles cannot be obtained with sufficient accuracy to warrant a more detailed theoretical description. In order to restrict the possible choice of a density function, the following guidelines are proposed.
• It should start at zero magnitude, rise to a maximum and then fall.
• It should be determined from spatial moments up to fourth order.
• Its equation must not be too complex. More specifically, it should be easy to compute and easy to manipulate (in an algebraic sense).
• The equations relating the parameters of the density function to its spatial moments must not be too complex. If possible they should be closed forms, though simple numerical procedures to locate roots are acceptable.
• It should be non-negative and without oscillations.
• It should model both the positive and negative half planes.
At first sight the last guideline appears inappropriate as, in reality, implantation profiles can only extend into the positive half-plane. However, it must be remembered that TE solvers based on the solution of the LSS (Lindhard, Scharff and Schiøtt) integro-differential equation (IDE) produce the moments of ions implanted into an infinite monolayer such that the theoretical density function can extend behind the target surface (which is treated merely as a reference plane). In cases of high surface concentration the behaviour of ions implanted into a real target can be modelled (to a first approximation) by constructing a density function for the infinite monolayer and then truncating the negative half-plane. The resulting profile can be re-normalized if required. In such cases, the use of semi-infinite moments to construct profiles using density functions, defined on the positive and negative half-planes, is strictly invalid (Ashworth et al 1990b) . For B and P ions implanted into a-Si, SiO 2 and Si 3 N 4 , semi-infinite moments obtained from MC simulations into a real target (Hobler et al 1987) should not be used as data for profile reconstruction (Bowyer et al 1992a) .
Classification of density functions

1D density functions
Density functions of one coordinate, constructed from moments, can be divided coarsely into two classes:
• single density functions;
• assembled density functions.
Considering the first class, it is found that a single density function can only model a restricted variety of observed distributions. To this end, families of density functions (also known as systems of frequency curves) have been devised to model a wide variety of such distributions. Two well established families that meet the guidelines set out above are the Pearson (1895) and Johnson (1949) families, both of which will be examined in detail. The second class, of which the best known examples are the Edgeworth and Gram-Charlier series (Johnson and Kotz 1970) , cover a wide range of observed distributions. However, such series, though easy to construct, result in densities with negative excursions and oscillatory behaviour and, therefore, violate the fifth guideline and will not be discussed further.
2D density functions
Two broad classes of 2D density functions can be identified:
• bi-variate analogues of 1D single density functions;
• density functions comprising the product of two 1D density functions.
A 2D analogue of the Pearson system has been derived by van Uven (Johnson and Kotz 1972) and 2D Johnson families are described by Elderton and Johnson (1969) and Johnson and Kotz (1970) . Due perhaps to their complexity, no application to ion implantation of either of these 2D families has been found, but Winterbon (1986) has remarked that the van Uven densities depend on a single mixed moment. The mixed moments are important because they contain information describing the correlation between vertical and lateral motion of the ion. It is desirable, therefore, to choose density functions that maximize this information by using the third-and fourth-order mixed moments available from TE solvers. In the present work the 2D families have been ignored in favour of a development of the second class that can incorporate two or more mixed moments without altering the basic form of the density function.
The second class, by contrast to the first, has a well documented history in ion implantation and, until recent times, the 2D profile, F 2p (z, x), was represented by the expression (Giles and Gibbons 1985) 
in which z is the depth coordinate (normal to the target surface), x is the lateral coordinate, F p (z) is the projected range distribution and F L (x) is the lateral range density function. As an example of the use of equation (1), F p (z) can be replaced by a Pearson curve determined from the vertical moments, i.e. by R p (the mean projected range), σ z (the vertical standard deviation), γ z (the vertical skewness) and β z (the vertical kurtosis), and F L (x) can be replaced by a symmetrical Pearson curve determined from the moments σ x (the lateral standard deviation) and β x (the lateral kurtosis). In spite of its degree of sophistication this model (based on the product of two independent marginal density functions), though convenient, is flawed because it neglects correlation between the vertical and lateral coordinates. Oven (1985, 1986) incorporated this correlation by introducing a new parameter called the depth-dependent lateral standard deviation σ x (z), and Oven and Ashworth (1987) demonstrated the inadequacy of the depth-independent model. Hobler et al (1987) then presented a generalization of equation (1) of the form
where F L (x, z), the lateral density at a depth z, is determined from σ x (z) and the depth-dependent lateral kurtosis β x (z). Equation (2) has the following physical interpretations. Because the target is infinite and homogeneous, all azimuthal scattering angles are equally probable, so the rest distribution of ions from a point monodirectional source is radially symmetric in the plane normal to the initial velocity direction, which is taken to be along the z axis. Hence, the shape of the rest distribution (in three dimensions) is determined by two variables (instead of three). In this case, the rest distribution is uniquely described by its projection in 2D onto the z-x plane and is called the 2D profile. It is also known as the line source response (LSR) because the same shaped profile in the z-x plane is produced, without requiring any projection, if the point monodirectional source is replaced by a line monodirectional source along the y axis. If the 2D profile is known, then a transform (Ashworth et al 1991a) can be used to obtain the distribution in three dimensions.
2D models based on equation (2) have been reviewed by Ashworth et al (1991a) who formally identified F L (x, z), in the notation of statistics, as the conditional density function, f c (x|z). The suitability of symmetrical Pearson and modified Gaussian forms (Hobler et al 1987) for f c (x|z) was examined by Ashworth et al (1991a) and an extended set of results is presented here. Also, the suitability of symmetrical Johnson curves is investigated.
Although TE solvers produce depth-independent lateral moments, information which can be used to determine the depth-dependent lateral moments is incorporated in the depth-independent mixed moments. Lorenz et al (1989) devised a perturbation technique for the derivation of σ x (z) from the first eight depth-independent moments by using a simple quadratic polynomial to model σ 2 x (z). More recently, Ashworth et al (1991c) , using the same model, obtained exact equations relating the polynomial coefficients to the spatial moments. This technique and a variety of new models for σ x (z) and β x (z) are considered in paper 2 where comparisons are made with data from MC simulations.
The Pearson family of frequency curves
General
The representation of ion implantation distributions, in one, two, and three dimensions, by Pearson frequency curves has been discussed in detail by Ashworth et al (1990b Ashworth et al ( , 1991a . Only bell-shaped curves are applicable to amorphous target profiles and these lie in a region on the β-γ 2 plane covered by the main Pearson types I-VII (including the Gaussian). For such curves,
with an additional constraint that γ 2 < 50. The appropriate Pearson type is selected according to the position on the β-γ 2 plane of the third-and fourth-order moments from a simulated implant into an infinite monolayer. This simple conclusion, proposed by Ashworth et al (1990b) in the context of Pearson fitting to pre-existing profiles, contrasts with many conflicting reports about the applicability (or not) of individual Pearson types for implants into amorphous targets (cf the review of Ashworth et al (1990b) ). Only the symmetrical Pearsons with zero skewness, i.e. types II, VII and Gaussian, can be used to represent the conditional density function f c (x|z). As f c (x|z) must be bell-shaped, it can be shown that for such curves the depth-dependent lateral kurtosis must be such that β x (z) > 1.8. In this case the Pearson type II is chosen when 1.8 < β x (z) < 3, the Gaussian type when β x (z) = 3 and the Pearson type VII when β x (z) > 3 (see Ashworth et al 1991a) . Ashworth et al (1991a) have also proved that β x (z) ≥ 2 for bell-shaped conditional densities in three dimensions. This suggests that the lower bound for β x (z) to be encountered in amorphous target problems is 2.0 and not 1.8.
A computer program to generate Pearson frequency curves
A stand-alone program has been written (Ashworth et al 1990a , Bowyer et al 1992a that can generate density functions in one dimension using the Pearson types I-VII (including the Gaussian). In addition, a second program has been written to generate profiles in two dimensions given by the product F p (z)f c (x|z) (Ashworth et al 1991b , Bowyer et al 1996 .
The Johnson family of frequency curves
General
The Johnson family are examples of so-called transformed distributions (Johnson and Kotz 1970) . In such examples a transformation of a density function f (z) is sought (utilizing a simple function) that results in a well known density function f (y) for which a large amount of information already exists (such as the normal or exponential density functions). The normal frequency curve is known to fit implantation profiles approximately and it would be convenient if a single simple transformation was available to cover all suitable values on the β-γ 2 plane. However, such a single transformation does not exist, but Johnson (1949) has described a four parameter system of frequency curves based on three transformations that, when combined, provide a unique distribution corresponding to every possible value on the β-γ 2 plane. Johnson's three distributions are: the lognormal system S L , the unbounded system S U and the bounded system S B . These systems are fully described in the appendix.
A computer program to generate Johnson frequency curves
A suite of computer subroutines described by Hill et al (1976) contains the numerical methods to determine curve parameters for the Johnson S U and S B systems. For S U curves, Johnson's iterative method is employed. For S B curves, a two-dimensional Newton-Raphson algorithm is employed to converge on the required values of skewness and kurtosis. The moments of the S B curve are computed using Draper's form (Draper 1952 ) of the quadrature formula proposed by Goodwin (1949) . In order to obtain the necessary derivatives for the optimization procedure six moments are computed. These subroutines have been incorporated in a modified version of the Pearson generator software described in section 3.2. In practice, the computer program generating Johnson curves proved to be only 10% slower than the equivalent program generating Pearson curves.
Comparison of 1D profiles
In the quest for smaller device geometries, accurate modelling of the near surface region and of the profile tail becomes important. This requires a knowledge of the profile concentration over three or more orders of magnitude. Comparisons over such a profile dynamic range (PDR) require a logarithmic concentration scale. However, details of the profile normalization and the general appreciation of shape are better suited to a linear concentration scale. For these reasons, profile comparisons should take place on both linear and logarithmic scales.
Using the vertical moments derived from TE solvers such as KUBBIC (Bowyer et al 1992b , 1994 , Oven et al 1993 the Pearson or Johnson types to be encountered (over the energy range 1 keV to 1 MeV) can be assessed by plotting the moment pairs [γ z , β z ] on the β-γ 2 plane. A variety of transport models have been investigated using KUBBIC but the observed variation of the moments obtained from these models has little impact on the curve chosen.
Pearson and Johnson curves, constructed using the (infinite) moments obtained from KUBBIC-92, have been compared with profiles obtained directly from MC simulations. Comparisons were performed at four energies 1 keV, 10 keV, 100 keV and 1 MeV. The MC code (Bowyer et al 1992a) and the TE code KUBBIC-92 (Bowyer et al 1992b , 1994 , Oven et al 1993 use identical input quantities and transport models. The comparisons at the energies, 1, 10 and 100 keV use the gas-like model and parameters described above. In each MC simulation 1 000 000 ion trajectories are followed to rest. At 1 MeV the liquid model using the Biersack energy dependent free-flight path length extension is employed (Bowyer et al 1994) and it has been shown that deviations between the investigated transport models are minor at this energy. To assess the change in profile shape due to ion reflection, MC simulations were performed using both real (semi-infinite) and infinite targets. To facilitate comparisons the area under both the real and infinite profiles were normalized over the right-hand half-plane (the real portion of the target). From MC simulations using the real target, the number of reflected ions can be used to obtain the necessary normalization for MC simulations performed using the infinite target.
Figures 1, 2 and 3 show the comparisons performed for the ions B, P and As respectively implanted into aSi. Each comparison is depicted using both linear and logarithmic (base 10) concentrations. Considering all three figures, some global observations are apparent. A single Johnson type (S B ) describes the implants into all the ion types over the whole energy range whereas, when using Pearson frequency curves, two main types are required. These are type I (B, P and As) and VI (B and P). The fits obtained using Pearson and Johnson curves are, in the majority of cases, indistinguishable on a linear scale. The quality of fits on the linear scale, and over two-three orders of magnitude on the logarithmic scale, are good. The only discrepancies of note occur in each profile tail from which the superior curve representation is assessed. On balance, the Johnson type S B is better for B implants and the Pearson type I is better for As implants. For P implants the choice is unclear, though at 1 MeV the Johnson type S B proves superior to the Pearson type VI. The fit quality of the profile tail degrades as the energy increases. At concentrations three orders of magnitude below the peak concentration the positions of the profile tails are underestimated by up to 5% using Johnson curves and by up to 7.5% using Pearson curves. The Pearson curves have such a sharp cut-off that it proves difficult to obtain points on the tail whilst maintaining a fixed interval on the depth scale. Using Johnson curves no difficulty is apparent, even when obtaining data at five orders of magnitude below the peak concentration. In cases of notable surface concentration (B and P implants at 1 and 10 keV), comparisons of MC simulations using real and infinite targets show that ion reflection causes no perceptible distortion on P implants and minor surface distortion on B implants.
Comparison of lateral representations
General remarks
The ultimate accuracy of the 2D density function given by
depends on four separate models: the density function chosen for F p (z), the models for σ x (z) and β x (z) and, finally, the lateral density function chosen for f c (x|z). In this section three representations for the lateral density 
Observations on B
The Pearson II and Johnson S B representations are indistinguishable on the linear scale. They deviate, at the curve maximum, from the density obtained using the modified Gaussian. From the comparison with MC densities it is clear, on the linear scale, that the Pearson and Johnson curves are superior. On the logarithmic scale the choice is unclear. The tails of the Johnson curves extend slightly beyond those of the Pearson curves. In turn, the tails of the modified Gaussian extend significantly beyond those of the Johnson curves. However, both Pearson and Johnson curves underestimate the true concentration, while the modified Gaussian overestimates the concentration.
Observations on P
For β x (z) < 3, the Pearson type II and Johnson type S B representations prove indistinguishable over three orders of magnitude and, when compared to MC densities, there seems little to choose between Pearson, Johnson and modified Gaussian (not shown) representations. For β x (z) > 3, the Pearson type VII and Johnson type S U representations prove virtually indistinguishable over, and beyond, the PDR obtainable in the MC densities. They are in excellent agreement with the MC densities, on both the linear and logarithmic scales. Up to four orders of PDR is apparent at the depths closest to the peak concentration of F p (z). 
Observations on As
The Pearson type VII and Johnson type S U are indistinguishable beyond the PDR obtainable in the MC densities. They are in excellent agreement with the MC densities, on both the linear and logarithmic scales.
Observations on real and infinite targets
The MC simulations using the real and infinite targets (B and P) show good agreement. The same comparisons performed at 10 keV (not shown) demonstrate the same level of agreement. In this case, surface distortion observed on the lateral densities is negligible.
Conclusions
Pearson and Johnson frequency curves have been used to construct the projected range distributions of implanted ions from moments supplied by the TE solver KUBBIC-92. This work is believed to be the first large-scale comparison of densities constructed using Johnson frequency curves with profiles obtained directly from MC simulation. Winterbon (1978) compares various candidate densities for profile construction in one dimension, including Johnson curves. However, his comparisons are performed on normalized moments without reference to profiles obtained by other means. Curves have been constructed for three ions B, P and As implanted into a-Si at four energies 1, 10, 100 and 1000 keV. When using Pearson frequency curves in these examples two main types are required, namely types I (B, P and As) and VI (B and P), whereas when using Johnson frequency curves, a single type S B , is suitable in every case. In these examples the descent of the Pearson curves in the profile tail is far too rapid. Using the S B curves the situation is improved but the position of the profile tail predicted directly from MC simulation still remains underestimated. Two rationales for this behaviour are; (i) the underlying physics describing the ion/target interaction is not suited to a single density function, or (ii) neither the Pearson nor Johnson curves are truly suitable and an alternative frequency curve (or system of frequency curves) is required. The first point makes reference to the competing nature of the nuclear and electronic loss mechanisms most evident on high-energy light ion implants. Such cases are first dominated by a region of small-angle scattering and slowing down by interaction with the electronic system, until the ion loses enough energy to have a high probability of undergoing a wide-angle scattering event. After one such event the ion (having much reduced energy) undergoes a succession of wideangle events in coming to rest (giving rise to a region dominated by nuclear losses).
In general, a single curve is taken to model a single underlying process or, occasionally, the net effect or summation of several invariant processes. In the event of two or more underlying processes which vary in magnitude (in temporal and/or spatial senses) a more complex model may be devised consisting of the summation or piece-wise combination of several frequency curves. It must be noted that when using Pearson densities the curve parameters can be optimized to give best fits to MC profiles (Ashworth et al 1990b , Bowyer et al 1992a . The resulting fits are excellent over three or more orders of magnitude (Bowyer et al 1992a) . Such results appear to support the first rationale but, until a truly exhaustive comparison is made of alternative frequency curves, the possibility exists for the second rationale. When using Pearson or Johnson curves, the domain of the infinite moments suggests the use of bounded types. Also, the inclusion of inelastic losses implies finite bounds to the rest distribution. Selberherr (1984) , however, strongly opposes this viewpoint and the use of unbounded frequency curves for steeply descending density functions should not be ruled out. No such frequency curves, of the single density classification, are apparent that cover a suitable area on the β-γ 2 plane. A function built up from two generalized gamma functions (Johnson and Kotz 1970) has been considered (Winterbon 1978) but such functions are poorly suited to treatment by moments and their coefficients are more readily obtained by maximum likelihood estimation (see Johnson and Kotz (1970) , section 8.3 and references therein). This, of course, presents an entirely different problem because the method of moments has been integral to the solution of the LSS integro-differential equation and the liquid model integral equation (Oven et al 1993) . In cases of high surface concentration, the profile obtained in a real target is modelled by simple truncation of the profile obtained from infinite moments. Comparisons of MC simulations in real and infinite targets indicate that surface effects are insignificant in one dimension. In such cases, the truncation model is seen as a good approximation.
Pearson and Johnson frequency curves, together with the modified Gaussian, have also been used to construct the lateral distributions of implanted ions from moments supplied by the TE solver KUBBIC-92. If the depthdependent lateral kurtosis β x (z) is less than 3.0, then the Pearson type II (bounded), Johnson type S B (bounded), and the modified Gaussian (unbounded) curves prove acceptable representations. At low concentrations, the Pearson and Johnson curves underestimate the concentration, whereas the modified Gaussian overestimates the concentration. If β x (z) > 3.0, then the Pearson type VII (unbounded) and Johnson type S U (unbounded) curves are good representations.
In paper 2, the distribution functions considered here are used in the construction of 2D density functions.
Appendix
A1. The Johnson family of frequency curves
A transformation of a density function f (z) is sought that results in a well known density function f (y), for which a large amount of information already exists. When the density functions f (z) and f (y) are described by random variables Z and Y respectively, the transformationscontrolled by four parameters ζ, δ, ξ , and λ-have the form
where g is a nonlinear function of the random variable W , given by the linear transformation
The parameters ξ and λ control the position and scale of the curve. The shape of the curve is determined solely by the parameters ζ and λ. Johnson's three transformations are as follows S L , the lognormal system Y = ζ + δ ln(W ) with W > 0 and λ = 1 (A3) S U , the unbounded system
S B , the bounded system Y = ζ + δ ln W 1 − W with 0 < W < 1. (A5)
The S B curves are bi-modal (and unsuitable for representing implants into amorphous targets) when (Johnson 1949) δ < 2 |ζ| < δ −1 1 − 2δ 2 − 2δ tanh −1 1 − 2δ 2 . (A24) Explicit non-integral forms for the moments of equation (A23) are very complex functions (Johnson 1949 ) and numerical methods must be employed. Remembering that the moments γ z and β z are independent of the curve parameters ξ and λ means that numerical values for the parameters ζ and δ can be obtained, from specified values of the moments γ z and β z , by using a two-dimensional optimization process.
It is convenient, therefore, to consider a two-parameter form of equation (A23) (A25) is carried out by numerical quadrature. From the linear transformation, equation (A2), the values of the parameters ξ and λ can be obtained from the required values of R p and σ z and the first two moments resulting from the optimizer, R p andσ z , using λ = σ z /σ z and ξ = R p − λR p .
